
prevents... well I got my soars and now possibly there will a distancing once again from my wife and kid who might in turn turn more sensitive. What this isolation ahead of me will bring I do
not know. I know though that I will have the possibility for once to develop my poetic and these times I had such a possibility, like ten years ago painting in a villa on the Italian hills, these times
have been the most profound and fulfilling of all my life. Life is taking its course in that direction again after the Cultural Revolution that occurred to me in the last decade with much work in the
countryside and the baby and so forth, will see if I can make anything of my talent now.    

A beautiful winter day spent fixing the meta part of this project once again and then running and off to the city to leave the rented movie at the cultural house and get a new one. I was supposed
to meet Jacek at the Art Museum for some social event but only met Mikael Goralski, the crazy Mikael, who came to visit me in Shanghai and still have a plastered foot after stepping in one of
the many items he collects in his place. As I told him about me moving to the deep south of town he was really skeptical and told me it is rather tough there with immigrants and industries. I just
chose the place because I am myself an immigrant and want to set in production not really carrying about the prestige of a place unless it is practical and affordable. In the town you see more and
more exuberance and superfluousness. People wearing furs and expensive cars.  My going deep south it is a going to some sort of hermit also considering the way things are turning under my
wife liberal dictatorship at home... movies and candies almost every night and a total disconnection with nature... very few activities as a matter of fact. Today, rather early, I will drive away with
her car and sell the expensive office chair I bought. My house will have a dignity but nothing extravagant and so my persona, not too wild and not too refine yet the dignity will be there, my sock
clean and my shoes without holes (I just threw away a very old pair). Clean but not fancy then! At home my wife and I no longer talk, I guess it is then decided although there are three weeks left
before I move.

Today what a day. No day for family reconciliation, I took the expensive chair I bought the other month and brought it to the suburbs, the nourishing suburbs where I had a buyer. Well, I had to
walk with it quite some time and made a movie of this cross baring effort. The two guys living in a cement condo turned out to be really cool, really exceptions... or maybe exceptions in this
country have to sought in the periphery. We talked of art and creative stuff. One of them was living as a street musician... fab guys. They also addressed me to the natural reserve so I went there
shooting more movies by the lake. I then hooked on to Jacek and we had a nice of our fruitful walks in which we got inspired to do a printing company now that I have my place and one room
will be a workshop with machineries. Fuck all these bourgeoisiness... we need to get some talent out there, this I really got convinced of after seen Jacek's collages, so much talent and so much
indifference. We have a plan then, we ought to succeed... But how much walking and physical activity all this mental activity is connected to. At least we are not historificizing about history like
all these institutionally financed academics... we ought to make sense of this reality! Jacek was also fascinated by film maker neighbour from the alps Ermanno Olmi... we have some poetic in
common!

A most gloomy Sunday, a Nordic non-weather while in the North of Italy where live there are again floods submerging the entire old town (as for that, like Macchiavelli would say,
half of our fortunes and misfortunes can be controlled but these people seem to have left all to chances). Gloomy but it was fun to drive with my son on the van to throw away the bags with the
cement bricks of the wall I demolished some weeks ago. Those bags were heavy and I would have rather carried lighter bags a thousand times than these heavy bags ten times. What made them
so heavy also is that I don't have any reason to carry them as there is not really any prospect left with my wife now that we are separating. I feel I am more of a hunter or a shepherd than a
sedentary farmer. My wife was like an Hercules lifting bags and dumping them. Her family got certainly allot of physical strength and so it was for the part of my ancestors coming from the
mountains. It is probably the natural selection who left those strong one alive while for me, I have to use my head and my endurance and some artistic talent to survive, a different story. Anyhow,
at the dumping site I have managed to rescue to very light and nice wooden chairs (I am now seating on one) and some buckets... all stuff in good order. It is unbelievable where consumerism
and money is taking even the Swedes. Anyway, for me now it will be a matter of having enough commodities and keep up with my production. I am not sure now though if I want to have
machineries and so forth. I think I would rather be around in different places like printing books in Poland and making ceramic tiles in the States and getting electronics in China and so forth. I
wanna keep a nomad, light enough to be able to move..

A beautiful day by I had to rush to work and back to take care of my kid as tomorrow I am leaving for a course in a nearby town. The brief day I spent at school was rather productive updating
my life-project and crossing my professors. One of them was really fascinated by my essay on modern heroes and I felt glad, although after watching Jeremiah Johnson with my kid I feel a bit
melancholic. It is the story of a man escaping civilization in the rocky mountains, learning how to live as a trapper and eventually finding a boy and marrying an Indian girl who are later killed by
other Indians. I feel it is really the story of  (no less that of Candless), probably even my story, my willing being this mountain. It is all a question of sensing and I feel I am getting beck
that sensibility after getting out of the bourgeoisie establishment which is sort of being proposed now even here (I had to escape it already in the North of Italy) with the new liberal politics
(apropos I was just reading for the upcoming lecture a great book by Jacques Ellul on propaganda... on the many authors we have to read some are actually brightened by truth). I have cooked a
risotto, my wife, or let's start to call her my ex-wife, is still not home and I really want to get out for a run but can't as I have to look after my kid... hopefully the source of frustration (the
irregularity of my ex wife) will soon have an end! 

Today it was quite cold and I took a train with my professors to Örebro, a small university town where we had nice seminars with the other doctorate students from around Sweden. I made quite
some interventions although I had not read all that was required and I walk up a bit too early today. After eight hours seating and listening I walked to the hotel with a Bulgarian colleague who is
now pregnant... funny that I am actually doing things reversed, having my son when I was unemployed and breaking up with my wife and soon as I got a position... the survival strategies of an
intellectual? As Saint Augustine was saying in his confession I feel that somewhat it had been a great experience to rise a kid but to be in a matrimonial relationship can be quite blocking and it is
quite a good tempo now to move on and get deeper with my spiritual cultivation, a depth I was never really allowed to achieve with a wife and all the worldly worries that come with it. I actually
never wanted such worries and what fascinated me was actually her countryside heritage, the life of  farmers and carpenters leaving next to the wood. The delusion came really when I saw that
no poetry could be develop in such a context with much ignorance and a far more extended inclination towards fetishism than for instance city dwellers. I have been so spiritual about it, about
realizing my spiritual kingdom there and now I totally draw back. Am I some sort of Napoleon after his conquering of Russia and sudden escape back to Europe? I also had quite some conquests
till yesterday when I signed a paper that everything will remain in my ex wife hands and I content myself of the minimum to get the most essential living space. I guess my real conquest was to
actually have obtained what I came here for in the first place. I now have a working system to elaborate my proliferation, it is really my mental extension and for that no properties are required,
properties (wives and lands) are just tedious hinders distracting us from the realization of an ideal. I just have the most necessary properties that allows me to keep them under a roof but nothing
else really... two weeks to go.

Another day in the limbo of academia, spending my hours listening to what these people have had the luxury of theorizing in their secure bubble within the bubble of this peninsula. I am now in
the small train station of this pretty decent town. I have managed to explore it in the free time and really found a nice character with the medieval castle surrounded by a powerful river and then
all the quite charming architecture. Unfortunately this history seems to have stopped but nonetheless it had its poetry despite the darkness and flatness. I felt a bit lost though now that I don't have
any roots and I don't have a solid base either. Now that the crisis with this land has finally broke out all the way, now that I understood how ugly it is to put so much love into a country and then
be reproached by its owners, I will be living rather temporally and I guess my roots will be all within, like today walking in the dark and recording my thoughts was really consolidating, really a
light to orient myself and such a peach darkness. I pretty convinced now also of the fact that I am in no ways an academic. I don't and wouldn't embrace any discipline as some sort of blind truth.
I will keep playing the Zarathustra in my life and listen all that those people have to tell me to eventually retire in the mountain, still don't know which mountain through but I guess it will come
as probably many others in the course of my life before I reach my final destination, the mountain of mountains from which all my trajectory can be behold.  

A day first home taking my kid to school. He is also in the mood of kicking me out now, I guess so that I don't spoil all the TV, toys and candies he can now freely get without limitations. I guess
he will change and maybe come back to me at times but I certainly don't have the guts of going back to  and all his hate of the world. Things are repeating there but the premises and
conditions are different. I went to the city later, sold my wedding ring and got two more of these keyboard based phones I use to write my personal notes, not to mention often this Journal, as
now going back from a nice experimental concert, squeezed in the metro. I just met Anastasius, a nice Greek artist, a very international one who knows something of the world and I guess is here
to live on social money. I have to get some kind of a life back now, two weeks and I will be independent...

I spent the day at home my ex wife being at the bank getting a loan to get rid of me. A little loan which really makes the separation really economically advantageous for her and spiritually
advantageous for me. I really feel fed up now that we have followed the social mind set and have become a broken up family where everyone follows their interest and is inserted in different
small communities. I was really against and did sacrifice myself to play the role of the housewife until her father broke out against it. I will be happier, we will all be happier to follow up with the
trend all the way, live our divided lives. I would feel I would certainly be as caste as the productive Michelangelo, poet and an artist. I have this inclination but I guess technology bares some
frustration with it, a frustration that can be settled once all our tools are configured and there are no more updates to do and so forth. After doing some grocery with very limited cash (the cash
limitation will continue till the next month as I have to deliver all the money for my new little apartment), after the grocery I have been updating my life-project and work a bit on its meta part,
collecting information from the Internet a really dangerous and perverting place despite all the filters I have to do such research. I guess I will need to be at the university to conduct such things.
Not to mention that will certainly need to get into some fresh love affairs to recover my senses and get away from the captivation that has so badly affected One ought to try it at times
to understand its danger... what a shit to have such destructive habits. I might take up the Charlie Chaplin model who could well balance between production and leisure... who knows.

Another gloomy Saturday with my ex wife and kid off to the countryside. I just had the thought that maybe once I am all set with my project I can again enjoy the mighty climate of Southern
shores. For now the gloominess only helps concentrating ... I have run yet another adjustment to all my Website, making the whole more coherent aside for filming myself in the bathroom, this as
now the days of my departure from the family apartment are counted. Liselott even asked me to follow them to her parents. I really get the impression that she needs an husband more as a sort of
representative... I thought that if I have get back there is to do my last filming of all their traditions, like the Christmas, with much fetishism but also some good traditional rituals surviving like
the singing in the church and so forth (always moving my soul). What to say? I am off for some socializing now... being working all day, hopefully things will get lighter... I just have to make up,
it is the building of a base which takes a long time to construct.

A most productive Sunday updating the Archive and reviewing systematically the Website. Allot of work to be done still but it is important to get at least in the mindset and do a thing at the time,
breathing life in between as I did yesternight, meeting  the Latin lover friend Ivan. He had some of his Colombian relatives over at the studio he shares with Jacek. I basically spent the first part
of the evening listening to his philosophical monologue about being a hero, which in short can be summarized as offering three alternatives: a young heroic death, a period of heroism which later
transforms into tyranny and lastly (the one I like the most) the suspended hero like Beethoven and others enjoying success but not producing for its sake. Well, I could have certainly contributed
to that discussion but he was certainly in much of a monologue like and like him, a talented man with a set of vices, women mostly for Ivan. Aside from the relatives which were rather
friendly, he had some other Nordic young women to whom I got acquainted without any sort of anxiety, just enjoying getting to know new people and have fun although they were absolutely in
no way playful. Such occasional yet regular breathing of what life can offer is a real relief for me. I certainly don't want to end up like a meaningless hero nor like a dictator, I just take it as it
comes while trying to protect my work as a spiritual gardener and at the same time a hunter. Life alone is not too bad with certain objectives...  

A sunny day spent doing the usual updating, running but also commencing a nice article talking about the necessity of being oppressed as a premise to produce any culture. I then took my son out
of school rather early to go down to the lake and grill some sausages like the old times. How sad to find him completely against the idea, totally obstinate. Is it some kind of a mind set or simply
the age? He certainly liked it later almost recharging his batteries with the burning fire. I have also called my mom and decided to visit them for Christmas at least for a week prior going to
Krakow. She reasons like people and circumstances are the same here as there in the heart of the world. I told her about all the story with Liselott, she had sort of predicted our separation long
before but I find it rather natural. I have disseminated here, planted trees and had a kid, made sure he was going to grow in a genuine place and have some brain and spirituality. My mission is
sort of accomplished, my natural testimony has been delivered and I am sort of free, or at least quite soon... i simply took the opportunity awaiting like a samurai. Somehow people here are
differently affected than in the South. They don't really cry their dead, their pathos is different and  concern about me separating from my wife are a bit baseless. Anyhow the factors
are so many more but principally it is all due to the fact that I don't feel I belong here yet I also felt it was a great experience and now I am most certainly a man who could easily build his house
in the mountains, that is probably my aspiration, going back there, leave the island of Circe, cross back into the continent if it is not too late as too late was for Alexander Supertramp... who
knows but my heart is now more at peace with a point of reference (my mountains) and having to know that my kid have one here and won't be divided!    

A day at the university updating my work and reading much interesting text providing me with the reference for our contemporary condition, something I have already intuitively thought of
myself but it is nice to also read similar thoughts in other authors' way of formulating. I also manage to chat a bit with my colleagues and superiors, all quite nice guys... It is really a nice working
condition and it is nice to keep it open for the future to decide although it seems that I will in the end sort of separating from my reality here, although I have much now revising my Archive
adding notes to accompany each part. It is rather all that has occurred over the last decade, so much I can recall by looking at the collected fragments, so much I have been doing, an imposing
amount of work particularly in the countryside, a country I am leaving all too my kid as some sort of heritage. I feel more than ever that while I belong to a working community now, this country
belongs to another race to which I am most certainly excluded. This does not imply that I have failed as a patriarch, I will leave but much of me will stay, just in a more diluted and acceptable
form. I heard  yesterday, there might be still a back up place for me there, at least a sort of a base from where to begin again... I always keep projecting my future based on my ultimate
vision, the realization of my project, possibly even my Church up on a cliff in my native alps... who knows... Just a driving ideal...

Another half sunny but really short half winter day in which, aside from the usual updating of my Archive and managing of my Website, I have been doing some readings, philosophical readings
most critical about our mediatized age and also some writings about culture rising from a state of oppression with several historical anecdotes as  I am beginning to enjoy accounting about.
Anyhow, I then felt I wanted to be outdoor as my back felt a bit stiff and I went to the supermarket through the woods, recording my thoughts. On the way back they were doing some expansions
of the shopping center growing around the supermarket (yet another one, yet the exactly the same shops one can find half a kilometer away... what a shame... very interesting places though when
the recession will kick in!). I was walking through an unexplored part of the woods cut from the highway in front and the railroad on a side. There were high fences and nice cement columns and
I sort of got inspired to look for such kind of places to install illegally my work. They were so decadent but potentially so noble and the prospect to do anything in an official space is so small
anyway. I then picked my kid at school and kept building my bed (I won't have an extra crown to afford anything this coming month). I reinforced it by nailing a string in the back and then cut an
old mattress of polyurethane foam (the same used during the war to contain the licking of airplanes shot in the tank...then adopted to material for furnitures)  a mattress to fit in and another to
work as a secondary mattress for guests but mostly as a back pillow to turn the bed in a sofa. Just a week left now to my departure...

Showing my face at the university again, still quite a journey to go there but I anyway manage to be quite effective and keep up both with my project and with my academic reading and writing. I
also manage to socialize with my colleague, Olcay for instance a guy from the Baltic Turkey who took my portrait to update on the web. asked me if I want to go home for a couple of
days and discuss my feelings about my separation but the fact is that I am totally serene and have no sort of pain within, it was a very natural thing to do and they will have to wait Christmas to
see me as I will anyway move at last in my tiny apartment aside from traveling to Denmark for a conference. I am also keeping up reviewing an writing small accounts of my Archive... how
many memories and what a history. I come to think that personal history can really resurrect out of our bourgeois and much mediatized stagnation once we start following our intuition and
unfolding our destiny... so much can happen really worth communicating to other humans, this despite all the criticism of the old generations who for instance had survive the world. Their
experience of tragedy is certainly not so intense yet still there, just more diluted. I do have many campaigns on my shoulders.. subtle dramas subtly accounted of.

At the library in the most eclectic neighbour in what use to be an humble and socialist country now leaping fast forward to regain terrain with the other capitalist countries. I have got here to pick
up a box of probably quite expensive clothes  has sent to my wife prior our separation, expensive stuff used only a season... other eclecticism. I feel I am always siding with the poorer,
as my ex-wife gets super rich I return to  who got considerably poor with the crisis hitting the South. I feel I really start hating these big unions making the North rich and the South
poor as it occurred with the unification of Italy. I now know that these unions are some sort of a propaganda of integration, meant to control and homogenized yet creating a total complicated
chaos.... smaller states and smaller bureaucracies with semi-liberal exchanges, respecting local identities, this is something really to fight for! Unfortunately all these populist and secessionist
movement want help as their propaganda is a propaganda of constant assaults which can only end up in a conflict and a total opposite state (as Nazi Germany had shown). I wouldn't mind to join
back my country although there are still allot of years ahead living in a tent on alien land. I managed much work today, updating my project and retrieving from the library Internet many a
quotations I had in my head. I also turned again the order of this Journal and I am now writing the newer paragraphs at the bottom. 

A day with a bit of a heavy head after much working on my Website. I am setting some rules now, trying to avoid computers and particularly the Internet in the evenings not to waste my dreams
and my health. I have now restored my old laptop, perfect to display my Website and made light now that the old battery has been removed and I only connect on-line in public places like the




